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This voluntary LER is being submitted for informational purposes only as described
in Item 19 of Supplement Number 1 to NUREG 1022.

On May 7, 1988, during routine outage maintenance of RCP motor 1-2, failed bolting
was identified in the RCP motor lube oil flow chamber in the upper bearing
assembly. Subsequent examinations also identified cracking in the flow chamber and
leveling washer. RCP motors 1-1, 1-3 and 1-4 have been inspected and similar
cracks have been identified in their flow chambers. Upon discovery of this
condition, PGKE formed a team to investigate this situation and provide
recommendations for its resolution.

During the Unit 2 refueling outage, which began September 17, 1988, bolting used to
secure the flow chamber to the leveling washer within the upper lube oil reservoir
was discovered to have failed on RCP 2-3.

Assessment of the cause indicated that metal fatigue from vibration was the likely
primary or contributing factor. The Unit 1 RCP upper oil reservoir assembly
components have been replaced or repaired and will be inspected at the next Unit 1

refueling outage. The Unit 2 RCPs were disassembled and inspected during the
Unit 2 second refueling outage and the oil pumping systems were replaced by a new
oil pumping system. A new oil lift system was also added.
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Unit 1 was 1n Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) and Unit 2 was operating 1n Hode 1 (Power
Operation) when the event was discovered. Both units have been operated at
various modes and power levels while these cracks may have existed.

A. Event:

On Hay 7, 1988, during routine outage maintenance of Unit 1 reactor
coolant pump (RCP) motor (AB)(MO) 1-2, the 3/8 inch bolting securing the
flow chamber to the leveling washer (AB)(LH) within the upper lube oil
reservoir was found to be damaged in an arc of about 150 degrees around
the flow chamber flange. Bolts were broken, bent, or otherwise deformed,
and the gasket material 1n the arda of the damaged bolting was m1ssing.
Two cracks were also identified 1n the level1ng washer section of the
motor upper bracket.

On Hay 8, 1988, magnet1c particle examination of the RCP 1-2 leveling
washer cracks was performed. A magnetic part1cl.e examination of the RCP

1-2 lube oil flow chamber (AB)(BAF) was also performed. Ten cracks were
ident1f1ed in the flow chamber assembly welds. The flow divider plate in
the flow chamber was broken or cracked 1n two places.

On Hay 10, 1988, RCP 1-4 was disassembled and a MT examination of the
flow chamber and leveling washer was performed. No bolting damage or
leveling washer cracks were 1dentified, however, two cracks were found 1n
the flow chamber welds.

On Hay 11, 1988, an Operations Shift Order was issued to require all
control room operators to review the RCP annunciator response procedure
and associated operating procedures. This order was intended to make the
Unit 2 operations personnel aware of the condit1ons on Unit 1 and to
insure that appropriate actions would be taken.

On Hay 12, 1988, RCP l-l was disassembled and an HT exam1nation of the
flow chamber and leveling washer was performed. No bolting damage or
leveling washer cracks were found. Nine cracks were'dentified 1n the
flow chamber welds. The flow divider plate 1n the flow chamber was
broken or cracked in two places.

On Hay 13, 1988, RCP 1-3 was disassembled and an MT examination of the
flow chamber and leveling washer was performed. No bolting damage or
leveling washer cracks were found. Ten cracks were identified in the
flow chamber welds.
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On Hay 25, 1988, a standing order was issued to ensure that operations
personnel maintain an increased awareness of all Unit 2 RCP temperature
and vibration alarms. The annunciator response procedure was revised to
require that upon indications of multiple problems with an RCP, the
reactor is to be tripped and the RCP shut down as soon as possible.

On September 17, 1988, Unit 2 was shut down for refueling. During the
Unit 2 outage all RCPs were disassembled and inspected; failed bolting
and a damaged flow chamber divider plate were discovered on RCP 2-3. The
bolting is used to secure the flow chamber to the leveling washer within
the lube oil reservoir. A severed oil lift line was also discovered.
All Unit 2 RCPs.had an oil viscosity pump modification installed during
the outage. A new oil lift system was also installed.

B. Inoperable structures, components or systems that contributed to the
event:

None

C. Dates and approximate t)meC for ma]or occurrences:

1. Hay 7, 1988: RCP 1-2 was being disassembled. Broken and/or damaged
bolting was discovered in the upper lube oil reservoir
of RCP 1-2.

2. Hay 8, 1988:

3. Hay 10, 1988:

4. Hay 11, 1988:

Hagnetic particle examination of RCP 1-2 leveling
washer and flow chamber performed. Cracks discovered
in flow chamber and leveling washer.

Unit 1 RCP 1-4 examined. Cracks discovered in the
flow chamber.

PGhE notified NRC Region V and NRR.

5. Hay 11, 1988: Operations Shift Order issued to review annunciator
response and associated operating procedures for the
RCPs.

6. Hay 12, 1988: Unit 1 RCP 1-1 examined. Cracks discovered in the
flow chamber.

7. Hay 13, 1988: Unit 1 RCP 1-3 examined. Cracks discovered in the
flow chamber.

8. Hay 25, 1988: Standing order issued to ensure that operations
personnel maintain an increased awareness of all Unit
2 RCP temperature and vibration alarms. Annunciator
response procedure revised.
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9. October 29, l988: Hork Order completion for the Unit 2 RCPs oil
viscosity pump modification and new oil 11ft
system.

Other systems or secondary functions affected:

None

E. Hethod of discovery:

During rout1ne outage ma1ntenance of Un1t 1 RCP motors, failed bolting
was ident1fied on the RCP l-2 motor lube oil flow chamber. Further
examinat1on 1dent1f1ed a number of weld cracks 1n the RCP l-2 flow
chamber and leveling washer. Examination of other Unit l RCPs also
identified flow chamber cracks.

F. Operator actions:

None.

G. Safety system responses:

None.

A. Immediate cause:

The failed bolting of the RCP motor oil flow chamber and the flow chamber
and leveling washer cracking was attributed to metal fat1gue.

B. Root cause:

An extensive 1nvestigation of the failed bolting and the flow chamber and
leveling washer was conducted by an interdisciplinary team including
Hestinghouse representatives. Evaluat1ons which were conducted 1ncluded:

1. Visual and magnetic particle examination of all four Unit l flow
chambers and leveling washers.

Hagnet1c particle examination of all four Unit 2 leveling washers and
v1sual examination of all four flow chambers. No linear 1ndications
were found 1n any of the leveling washers. RCP 2-3 flow chamber had
evidence of failure of the 1ntermediate vane 1n two locations. The
flow chamber was replaced with the installation of the new oil
pumping system.
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2. Rev1ew of Hestinghouse RCP operating experience history.
w

3. Review of the flow chamber and leveling washer material properties
and fabrication processes.

4. Rev1ew of RCP mod1fications.

5. Review of RCP vibration h1story.

6. Hetallography of a flow chamber weld cross section.

7. Fractography of the flow chamber divider plate crack.

8. Structural vibrat1on testing of the flow chamber divider plates.

9. Structural vibration testing and analysis of the upper flow chamber
assembly.

Based on investigat1ons conducted, the following postulated sequence of events
led to the cracking and other damage found 1n the RCP motor upper bracket
assemblies. F1rst, vibration of the o11 pump assembly caused fatigue cracking
of the flow chamber fillet welds (See Figure l, note on the cross section of
the RCP flow chamber that these are on the fillet welds that weld the turning
vane to the top cover and bottom plate). Failure of these welds has several
possible secondary effects: (1) 1t could cause a downward shift in the
resonant frequency of the pump assembly as a result of reduced stiffness of
the flow chamber; (2) 1t could result in increased relative motion between the
flow chamber and level1ng washer because of loss of preload compression due to
a gap between the vanes and the face plates (See Figure 1 and the cross
section of the flow chamber and leveling washer assembly); and (3) it could
increase the stresses on the 3/8" bolts at the peripheral )oint because of the
increased flexibilityfrom (l) and (2). Second, the 3/8" bolts at the outer
periphery of the flow chamber loosened and broke as a result of fatigue
stresses caused by the primary rocking motion and the secondary relative
motion between the flow chamber and the leveling washer. Failure and
loosening of these bolts is not the primary cause of damage in the assembly
because two of the flow chambers had fillet weld cracking w1th no signs of
bolt failure or loosening. Third, the leveling washer cracked at the welds
attaching it to the columns (See Figure 2). The leve11ng washer cracking is
apparently the last event in the sequence because it only occurred on the
actor with the worst damage to the other o11 reservoir assembly components.

In summary, the damage found 1n the Unit l and Un1t 2 RCP 2-3 motor upper oil
reservoir assemb11es is fatigue damage resulting from vibration of the oil
pump assembly (flow chamber and leveling washer). The most 11kely source of
the vibration 1s the 180 hertz rocking motion of the pump assembly. It is
also possible that a 140 hertz vertical vibration mode of the pump chamber
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either contributed to or caused the observed damage. Gaps found between the
top cover and bottom plate and the diverter vanes of the flow chambers (See
Figure l) are potentially a significant contr1butor to the failure by reduc1ng
the st1ffness of the bearing assembly and by sub)ecting the fillet welds
)oining these three members to the cyclic tensile stresses from the pump
vibration,

A. Postulated Failures

The observed lube o11 flow chamber and leveling washer crack1ng
hypothetically in the worst case could have lead to fragmentation or loss
of integr1ty of the flow chamber, leveling washer, or the d1vider plate.
The postulated modes of failure from the observed lube oil flow chamber
and leveling washer cracking were: (l) failure of the flow
chamber/leveling washer plate, (2) fragmentation failure of the flow
chamber or leveling washer, or (3) concurrent flow chambers/leveling
washers failures.

B. Potential Effects:

(l) Failure of the flow chamber/level1ng washer

The portions of the RCP motor flow chambers and leveling washer
which were discovered to be cracked are not structural components of
the RCP motor and do not provide structural support to the RCP motor
bearings. Therefore, failure of the upper flow chamber or leveling
washer plate would not cause a loss of structural integrity to the
Notor bearing support structure.

(2) Fragmentation failure of the flow chamber or leveling washer leading
to poss1ble partial loss of Babbit mater1al

Fragmentation failure of the flow chamber could have resulted 1n a
failure to contain high pressure oil (30 ps1) or generat1on of loose
parts. Fragmentation failure of the leveling washer could have
resulted in loose parts. If the flow chamber failed to contain h1gh
pressure oil, a loss of oil to the rad1al bearings and a loss of o11
flow to the cooler would have resulted. Loose parts caused from
eithei a flow chamber or leveling washer failure could have resulted
in blocking of the cooler flow path, 1nterruption of the guide
bearing o1l flow or 1ntroduction of particles to the thrust bearing
surface.

The flow chamber is clamped in the bearing bracket. Large loose
parts would have collected at the bottom of the oil chamber and
upper oil pot. Therefore, these large parts due to their size and
weight could not migrate to the bear1ng surface to cause bearing
damage. Smaller parts could have entered the oil flow path.
Addit1onally, part1culate s1ze p1eces could be routed to the bearing
surface area.
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The above scenarios could have resulted 1n wiping and partial
degradation of the soft Babbit material which would have resulted in
a high bearing temperature alarm. All four RCPs are equipped with
the following detection circuitry: oil 11ft pump pressure, lower oil
reservoir level, upper o1l reservoir level, thrust bearing upper shoe
temperature, thrust bearing lower shoe temperature, upper radial
bearing temperature, lower radial bearing temperature, stator winding
temperature, motor frame vibration, shaft vibration, and motor
current. Upper and lower oil reservo/r levels are sensed by level
switches which actuate an annunciator on low level. Actual oil
levels can be read locally at the pump.

The motor thrust bearing has thermocouples embedded 1n one upper
thrust shoe'nd in one lower thrust'hoe. The motor bearing
thermocouples are monitored by the plant computer and are annunciated
in the control room. The annunciator actuates when the temperature
reaches 200'F. The upper and lower motor radial bearings also
utilize embedded thermocouples to measure bearing temperature. These
detectors actuate the same annunciator at 200 F as above.

Each pump is equ1pped with a set of proximity probes and velocity
transducers which measure pump motor shaft, and motor frame v1bration
in two radial directions. This vibration 1nformation 1s transmitted
to an instrument rack for operator viewing and to a host computer for
trend analysis. Th1s system is also equipped w1th an alarm relay
which when activated sends an 1nput signal for the control room
annunciator.

Hestinghouse evaluated the potential for a thrust bearing failure as
a result of the flow chamber problems noted herein and concluded that
such a failure is h1ghly unlikely. This conclus1on was based on
operating experience that shows that under normal operating
conditions particulate size matter that finds its way to the bearing
surface does not cause excessive bear1ng degradation. The maximum
size of such particulate is on the same order as the oil film
th1ckness on the bear1ng surface (approximately 1.5 mls). Also,
there would have been no loss of oil as a result of any postulated
flow chamber problem. This is because the flow chamber is located
inside the oil reservoir and 1s completely bathed in o11. Note that
since the thrust bearing will rema1n operable, the necessary
clearances would have been ma1ntained such that the reactor coolant
pump seals would not be affected by any postulated flow chamber
problems.
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In the unlikely event that a thrust bearing failure were to occur,
this would have allowed the RCP shaft to move upward the thickness of
the Babb1t mater1al and affect the No. l seal. Continued operation
of the reactor coolant pump could have failed the No. 1 seal and
resulted in a high leak-off flow alarm. If no operator act1ons were
taken, failure of the No. 2 seal could be postulated and resultant
loss of coolant accident.

To assure appropriate and immediate act1on, operators were notified
and operator annunciator response procedures were revised to require
that upon ind1cations of multiple problems with a RCP (such as
bearing problems with concurrent pump seal alarms), the reactor was
to be tripped and the reactor coolant pump shut down as soon as
poss1ble.

The scenar1os described above 'postulate bearing damage to the extent
that Babb1t material 1s degraded and/or failed. A loss of coolant
accident due to thrust bearing fa1lure and subsequent reactor coolant
pump seal failure is extremely unlikely based upon the basic thrust
bearing design further supported by operator action. Instantaneous
locked rotor would not have occurred. Therefore FSAR Section
5.5.1.3.5 which states that there are no credible sources of shaft
seizure other than impeller rubs rema1ned valid.

Since any postulated failure of components d1scussed above would be
internal to the RCP motor, no new leakage paths for hot oil are
formed. Therefore, no new fire protect1on concerns were introduced.

(3) Concurrent flow chambers/leveling washers failures

Concurrent fa1lures of RCP motors due to degraded oil flow chambers
or leveling washer plates 1s highly unlikely. As discussed above,
operator response to 1nd1cations of multiple problems with a RCP was
to trip the reactor and shut down the RCP as soon as possible. Upon
entry 1nto Mode 3, the locked rotor acc1dent is no longer a
concern. Because of the short duration of time 1t would take to
shutdown the plant, it was highly unlikely that another pump would
have failed. Addit1onally, no failure modes were identified that
would have caused a s1multaneous failure of RCP motors. In addition
the plant has been des1gned and tested to be brought to cold
shutdown with no RCPs available.
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PQkE's aetaIIurgicaI specialists examined the RCP 1-2 failed bolting,
flow chamber and the leveling washer and RCP 2-3 failed bolting to
determine the cause of the cracking.

Rev flow chambers vere installed ln the Unit 1 RCP motors. The new flow
chambers are fabricated from A36 carbon steel rather than the A514 carbon
steel used in the original flow chambers. The new material is more
weldable than the original material.

The new flow chambers are also of a more recent design which has a 3/4
inch thick divider plate rather than the I/O 1nch thick divider plate
used on the original flow chamber.

The RCP 1-2 leveling washer cracks were weld repaired. The repair was
nondestructively examined to verify 1ts integrity. Structural
deformation of the leve11ng washer due to the crack and to the weld
repa1r of the crack was performed by prec1sion machin1ng of the leveling
washer to flow chamber flange and the leveling washer to flow chamber
machined mating surface.

Before RCP reassembly, Hechanical Haintenance Procedure (MP) H-7.46,
"Reactor Coolant Pump Motor Inspection and Haintenance", was revised.
This revision provides additional guidance to ensure proper bolt
reinstallat1on in the RCPs.

All four of the Unit 2 RCP motors were disasse'mbled; the oil pumping
systems were replaced by a new o11 pump1ng system and a new oil 11ft
system was added. The flow chambers of the Un1t 2 RCP motors were
deleted as part of the new viscos1ty oil pump system motor modification.

Similar modifications for the Unit I RCPs w111 be completed during the
next Unit I refuel1ng outage.

The annunc1ator response procedures were revised to require that upon
1ndications of multiple problems with a RCP, the reactor 1s to be tripped
and the RCP shut down as soon as possible.

Failed components:

None.

Previous LERs on similar events:

There have been no prev1ous LERs on problems with RCP upper bearing
assemblies.
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Pacific Gas and Electri~ompany 77 Scale Street

San Francisco, CA 94106

415/972 7000
1WX 910 372 6587

James D. Shilfer
Vice President

Nuclear Power Generation

December 22, 1988

PGhE Letter No. DCL-88-311

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi ssion
Attn: Document Control Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Unit 1 and 2
Licensee Event Report 1-88-015-01 (Voluntary)
Reactor Coolant Pump Motor Oil Reservoir Assemblies Degradation
Attributed To Metal Fatigue

Gentlemen:

PGLE is submitting a revision to the enclosed voluntary Licensee
Event Report regarding the degradation of the reactor coolant pump
motor oil reservoir assemblies due to metal fatigue. This report
documents completion of PGhE's evaluation and corrective actions and
is being submitted for information purposes only, as described in
item 19 of Supplement Number 1 to NUREG-1022.

This event has in no way affected the public's health and safety.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

'erely,

D. Shif

cc: J. B. Martin
M. M. Mendonca
P. P. Narbut
B. Norton
H. Rood
B. H. Vogler
CPUC
Diablo Distribution
INPO
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